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Abstract. Test case is an important basis for correctness and safety verification of Chinese Train Control System 
(CTCS). Focusing on the test cases generation method of UPPAAL which is widely used in CTCS testing activity, the 
problems are analyzed, and an improved test cases generation method for CTCS is proposed. First, the process and 
characteristics of UPPAAL test cases generation method are analyzed; then the test requirements of CTCS are studied, 
and a test cases generation method based on UPPAAL query file is proposed. Finally, taking the level transition 
function of CTCS as an example, test cases are generated by the proposed method, which shows that this method can 
meet the test requirements of CTCS. 

1 Introduction 
China's high-speed rail business mileage reached 29,000 
kilometers, more than two-thirds of the world's total. In 
order to guarantee the safety of train operation, improve 
the transportation efficiency, the Chinese Train Control 
System (CTCS) is proposed by railway department based 
on Chinese national conditions.  CTCS is a typical safety 
critical system with a safety requirement of SIL 4, whose 
failure may cause rear end collision, derailment, and 
other accidents, resulting in casualties and major property 
losses. Ensuring the safety and correctness of CTCS is of 
great significance for the safe operation of Chinese 
railway. 

UPPAAL is a tool supporting modeling, simulation, 
formal verification, and test cases generation of Timed 
Automata, which has been widely used in CTCS. This 
paper studies the problems of UPPAAL test cases 
generation method in CTCS testing effort, and an 
improved method for CTCS based on UPPAAL query 
file is proposed. Level transition is an important safety 
function in CTCS, and this paper takes this function as an 
example to show the effectiveness of the proposed 
method in CTCS test cases generation effort.  

2 RELATED WORK 
As an important safety function of CTCS, level transition 
is causally related to train operation safety and 
transportation efficiency, whose simulation, verification, 
and test work have been studied widely. In paper12, the 
level transition process of high-speed railway train 
control system is modeled and verified by Time 
Automata. Paper3 and paper4 analyze the level transition 
function using methods of UML, MSC and UPPAAL 

respectively. Paper5 studies the level transition function 
in case of balise failure. Paper6 analyzes the level 
transition logic, and designs test cases based on scene 
method ． Paper7 researches mutation testing method 
based on Timed Automata and designs test cases for level 
transition function.  

Timed Automata is an important formal method and 
has been widely used in CTCS8910. Paper111213 studies 
the test cases generation method based on Timed 
Automata for CTCS. UPPAAL is an integrated tool 
environment for modeling, validation and verification of 
real-time systems modeled as networks of Timed 
Automata, and especially provides Yggdrasil to generate 
test cases automatically from the Time Automata model. 
Due to these efforts, Time Automata has been paid more 
attention in the testing activities of CTCS.  

This paper first analyzes the problems of UPPAAL 
test traces generation, then analyzes the testing 
characteristics of CTCS, and puts forward a test paths 
generation method for CTSC based on UPPAAL query 
file test technique; finally, taking level transition function 
as an example to show the effectiveness of this method. 

3 PRELIMINARIES 

3.1 Introduction to TA 

Timed Automata14 (TA) is a formal modeling method for 
real-time system, which has a rigorous mathematical 
theoretical basis and plays an important role in the 
specification and formal analysis of real-time systems. 
TA adds the clock constraint mechanism based on the 
traditional finite state machine and makes the behavior of 
the traditional finite state machine with the characteristics 
of time. 
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A Timed Automata is a tuple 0, , , , ,L L X I E , 
where14: 
 L is a finite set of locations. 
 0L L  is a set of initial locations, 

 Σ is a finite set of labels, 
 X is a finite set of clocks, 
 I is a mapping that labels each location l with some 

clock constraint in  X ,  

  2XE L X L     is a set of transitions.  

A transition , , , ,s a s    represents an edge from 
location l to location l  on symbol a,   is a clock 
constraint over X that specifies when the transition is 
enabled, and the set X   gives the clocks to be reset 
of this transition. 

3.2 UPPAAL Test Cases Generation 

UPPAAL is a TA integrated tool environment developed 
by Uppsala University and Aalborg University, which 
extends the TA and uses on the fly technology to analyze 
the reachability and verify the safety and liveness of TA 
model.  

UPPAAL provides Yggdrasil to generate test traces 
from TA model and translates them into test cases based 
on test code entered into the model. UPPAAL generates 
traces in three phases: query file, depth search, and single 
step.  

(1) The first phase looks through the currently loaded 
query file in the verifier for reachability queries. Each 
reachability query is executed, and the resulting trace is 
used as a test case. 

(2) The second phase does a random depth first search 
of the specified number of steps, and the resulting trace is 
used as a test case. This process is repeated until the 
newly generated trace does not add new coverage over 
the previous traces.  

(3) The third phase tries to cover any remaining edges 
not covered by the previous phases. This is done by 
making a reachability query for each uncovered edge. 

The three phases are executed in order, and each 
phase tries to add to the coverage achieved by previous 
phases. 

4 TEST PATHS GENERATION METHOD 

4.1 Problem of UPPAAL 

UPPAAL uses a randomized algorithm to search test 
traces, resulting in high repeatability and uncertainty. For 
CTCS testing activity, the testing coverage criteria of 
path coverage is required, but UPPAAL generates traces 
for edge coverage, fails to meet the test requirement of 
CTCS. 

(1) High Repeatability 

In the second phase of UPPAAL test traces generation 
process, UPPAAL generates test traces by random depth 
first search algorithm. The random algorithm leads to 
uncertainty and high repeatability. 

Taking figure 1 as an example, four experiments 
results of depth search are shown in table 1. Among the 
four depth search results, the maximum number of traces 
is 26, and the minimum number is 17, and only 
experiment 3 achieves 100% edge coverage. 

Figure 1. Example Model TAExample 

Table 1. Depth Search Experiments 

 Trace 
NO. 

Trace 
Coverage 

Total 
Coverage 

Total 
Traces 

1 

1 6/11 

10/11 25 2 9/11 
3 10/11 

2 

1 9/11 

10/11 26 2 8/11 
3 9/11 

3 
1 9/11 

11/11 18 2 9/11 

4 
1 10/11 

10/11 17 2 7/11 

It can be seen from the table that the test traces 
generated by UPPAAL are uncertain and have high 
repeatability, resulting in long testing time and low test 
efficiency. 

(2) Not Path Coverage 

UPPAAL generates test traces for edge coverage, but 
the test of CTCS should meet the requirements of path 
coverage. Edge coverage cannot guarantee the adequacy 
and completeness of CTCS test requirements. Taking 
TAExample as an example, a test trace is as follows: 

L0L2L1L3L5L4L6L0L2L5L6L0
L2L1L3L4L6L0L2L3L5L6. 

The test trace covers all edges of the model, and 4 test 
paths, but TAExample includes 8 test paths. UPPAAL 
have the problem of incomplete path coverage in CTCS 
testing activity. 

4.2 Test Cases Generation Method 
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The functional model M of CTCS can be described as: 
M = MSUT || MEnv， 
where:  
MSUT is the TA model of system under test (SUT),  
MEnv is the TA model of environment for MSUT.  
For CTCS, the test requirements require that all paths 

from initial location to final location should be covered, 
that is, all paths of MSUT should be covered.  

Focusing on this test requirement, this paper proposes 
a test path generation algorithm with UPPAAL query file, 
which aims to cover all model paths and reduce the 
repetition at the same time. 

(1) Test Model 

The test model MSUT
/ is formed through adding tag 

variables on the basis of MSUT. MSUT
/ does not change the 

function of MSUT, but only add an ability to distinguish 
each path by values of tag variables in test paths 
generation process. 

The test model of TAExample in figure 1 is shown in 
Figure 2. The variables of fork 1, fork 2 and fork 3 mark 
the branches of TAExample, and each test path can be 
defined by the value of these variables. For example, 
(fork1==3) and (fork3==1) indicates a path through L0, 
L2, L5 and L6. 

Figure 2. Test Model of TAExample 

(2) Test Path Generation Algorithm 

The test path generation algorithm is based on the test 
traces generation method of UPPAAL query file. Let P 
denotes the path set of MSUT that CTCS test requirements 
required, t denotes a test path generated by the current 
iteration of the algorithm, R denotes the total paths 
generated by the algorithm, q denotes the final location 
needed to be reached of the model according to the test 
requirements of CTCS. The test path generation 
algorithm is as follows: 

E<> (q and !R) is a query file of UPPAAL and 
indicates the path in the test requirements, excluding the 
path in R. At the beginning of the algorithm, R is an 
empty set. Each iteration of the algorithm generates one 

or more test paths, and adds the test paths to R. The 
algorithm iterates until R is empty, i.e. all test 
requirement paths are found, which can be translated into 
test cases by UPPAAL test code. 

5. INTRODUCTION TO LEVEL 
TRANSITION 
CTCS includes 5 application levels of CTCS0 - CTCS4, 
and multiple application levels can be realized on the 
same line to meet the requirements of different line 
speeds. Different application levels are switched by the 
level transition function. 

5.1 C3/C2 Level Transition Analysis 

The train is supposed to switch its run level from CTCS3 
to CTCS2 (C3/C2) when it enters C2 railway line from 
C3 line, or the communication between train and RBC 
(Radio Block Center) is interrupted. It is an important 
safety function that may cause traffic interruption, even 
traffic accidents, if the train does not switch correctly at 
the expected position. It is of great significance to verify 
the safety and correctness of the level transition function 
logic to ensure the train operation safety. 

In order to ensure the stability of the level transition 
progress, two balises named LTA and LTO are set on the 
wayside, which are used to provide level transition 
announcement and execution information respectively. 
The schematic diagram of C3/C2 level transition is 
shown in Figure 3. 

  

 

CTCS-3 Level CTCS-2 Level

 

LTOLTA

Driver Confirm

Figure 3. C3/C2 Level Transition Schematic Diagram 

5.2 Function of C3/C2 level transition 

The main workflow of C3/C2 transition is illustrated as 
figure 4, including four key steps: 

(1) When the train passes LTA, ATP (Automatic 
Train Protection) reports train position to RBC. After 
receiving this report, RBC sends a level transition 
command from C3 level to C2 level to ATP. 

(2) ATP requests the driver to confirm this level 
transition command, and the driver should confirm it 
within 5 seconds. 

(3) When the train passes the LTO point, ATP will 
switch to C2 level and reports the train position to RBC. 

(4) After receiving the report, RBC commands ATP 
to disconnect from RBC. ATP will close the connection 

R = Ø 
while P ≠ Ø 

generates trace(s) t using E<> (q and !R) 
R = R∪t   /*add the trace to the result set*/ 
P = P / t   /*delete the trace from P*/ 
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and send the termination communication meeting 
information to RBC.  

ATP RBC Driver

Confirm Request

Level Transition

Prepare Level Transition

Disconnect Command

Disconnect 

Over Speed

Brake

LTA
Report Position

Driver Confirm

LTO

Report Position

Communication confirm

End Communication

 
Figure 4. Sequence Diagram of C3/C2 Level Transition 

5.3 TA model of C3/C2 level transition 

The TA model of C3/C2 level transition is shown in 
figure 5, including 5 parts: ATP, RBC, Driver, Balise and 
Train:  

MC3/2 = MATP || MRBC || MDriver || MTrain || MBalise. 
For simplicity, this chapter takes MATP as the SUT, 

then MRBC || MDriver || MTrain || MBalise is the environment 
model of MATP. The main channel is shown in table 2. 

Table 2. Main channel of MC3/2 
Channel Meaning 

TrPassLTO Train Pass LTO 

DvrCfmRst Driver Confirm Request 
CloseCmd Close Command 

TrCloseLink Train close link 

5.4 Test path of MATP 

Using the method proposed in chapter 4, the test paths 
generated from MATP are shown in table 3. For simplicity, 
only the fork part of every path is described.  

Figure 5. TA model of C3/C2 level transition 

Table 3. Test Paths of TAC3/2 

NO. Test Path 

1  Active, Speed, Wait, NoCfm1, C2_2, NoCfm2 

2  Active, Speed, Wait, NoCfm1, C2_2, Cfm2 

3  Active, Speed, Wait, NoCfm1, LTO2, C2_2, Cfm2 

4  Active, Speed, Wait, NoCfm1, LTO2, C2_2, NoCfm2 

5  Active, Speed, Wait, Cfm1, C2_1 

6  Active, Speed, Wait, Cfm1, LTO1 

7  Active, Brake, Speed, Wait, NoCfm1, C2_2, NoCfm2 

8  Active, Brake, Speed, Wait, NoCfm1, LTO2, C2_2, 
NoCfm2 

9  Active, Brake, Speed, Wait, NoCfm1, LTO2, C2_2, 
Cfm2 

10  Active, Brake, Speed, Wait, NoCfm1, C2_2, Cfm2 

11  Active, Brake, Speed, Wait, Cfm1, C2_1 

12  Active, Brake, Speed, Wait, Cfm1, LTO1 

13  Active, Brake, Emergency 

The proposed method generates 13 test paths, and 
100% covers the paths and edges of MATP. The result 
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shows that the proposed method meets the requirements 
of CTCS testing activity.

6 CONCLUSION 
This paper analyzes the problems of UPPAAL test traces 
generation process in CTCS testing activity. Focusing on 
the test requirements of CTCS, a test paths generation 
method is proposed based on the query file test case 
generation method of UPPAAL. Taking level transition 
as an example, TA model is established, and test paths 
are generated by this method. 

The method proposed in this paper has been applied 
in the system test of TCC (Train Control Center) and 
ATP system of CTCS. The practice shows that the 
method can improve the test completeness and test 
efficiency and meet the test requirements of CTCS. 
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